
CARDIOVASCULAR NUCLEAR MEDICINE.
K.P. Lyons, Ed. CT, Appleton and Lange, 1988, 334 pp,
$75.00

This multiauthored (mainly from Southern California)
book is â€œintendedfor the practitioner of cardiovascular nu
clear medicineâ€•.It is a comprehensive, if succinct, guide to
the practical application of nuclear medicine to cardiac diag
nosis. The various chapters, typically written by those easily
recognizable as experts, cover in detail the usual topics includ
ing gated cardiac scintigraphyand myocardialperfusionim
aging. Clearly important or controversial topics are broken
down into greater detail including discussions of both right
and left chamber evaluation, and both@ planar and single
photon emission computed tomography thallium imaging.
Included are discussions of radiopharmaceuticals, instrumen
tation, peripheral perfusion imaging, and positron emission
tomography imaging.

I foundthe bookboth interestingand useful.The individual
chapters, which seem fairly evenly written, are reviews of
â€œstateof the artâ€•imaging with extensive references to the
literature. Each is not long but provides adequate information
so that a relatively quick reading will â€œbringone up to speedâ€•.
The discussions of â€œShort-LivedGenerator Produced Radio
pharmaceuticalsâ€• and â€œPediatricCardiovascular Nuclear
Medicineâ€•are nice additions. Some chapters provided clinical
imaging protocols for specific examinations that are useful
either to a beginner or to one who would like a comparison
to existing methods.

The book is not without fault, however,as the reproduction
ofsome illustrationsespeciallyin the chapterson leftventricle
scintigraphy, planar thallium, and pyrophosphate imaging are
not well done and seem indistinct.

This book would seem especiallyuseful to those initially
learning about the field such as radiology or nuclear medicine
residents and as a resource in both departmental and hospital
libraries especially as a quick reference. Although interesting,
it probably is not really intended for those active in cardio

vascular nuclear medicine and who are â€œupon the literatureâ€•.

ROBERT W. BURT
Indiana University School of Medicine
Indianapolis, Indiana

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING: BASIC
PRINCIPLES.
S. W. Young, New York, Raven Press, 2nd Edition, 1988,
282 pp, $39.00

This book is an all-encompassing review ofthe basic physics
and clinical applications of magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). In addition, its ten chapters include discussions of
MRI hardware, hazards, site planning, gray scale in MRI:
â€œWhatdoes it meanâ€•,as well as, the economics of MRI. A
glossary, complete bibliography, appendix ofpulse sequences,
and an atlas of MRI anatomy are also included in this basic,
but complete, work. The author states that the book is in

tended for a â€œbroadspectrum of health care professionalsâ€•;
however, it appearsto be gearedprimarilyfor the novice MRI
physician, who has some familiarity with MRI. The discus
sion, in Chapter 3, ofthe physical basis ofMRI is well written,
with many excellent analogies, but most physicists and some
physicians will find it somewhat lacking in detail regarding
certain key aspects of MRI physics, particularly in the discus
sion of the relationshipof angularmomentum and charge to
the nuclear magnetic moment and in the discussion of free
induction decay.

An entire chapter is devoted to the mechanisms that con
tribute to gray scale in MRI, from both a imaging (pulse
sequence) and fundamental biochemical perspective, and it
provides a welcome addition to a complete discussion of
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) imaging. The wide range
of clinical applications of MRI are discussed in very brief
order in Chapter 6. Chapter 6 entitled â€œClinicalApplications
of MRIâ€•is perhaps misnamed, as it presents a wide range of
topics such as motion and flow, and artifactsin MRI. Clinical
applicationsof MRI and image interpretation are provided
through review of the more than 100 clinical examples pre
sented in this book. The clinical applications of MRI are
explained primarily through the use of extensive figure cap
tions for each case study. Finally, newer aspects of MRI are
discussed in the â€œNewHorizonsâ€•chapter, including NMR
spectroscopy, chemical shift imaging, and â€œfuzzy-cluster
analysis.â€•This work presents a good basic discussion of vir
tually every aspect of MRI and will serve as a good introduc
tion to MR imaging, particularly for the radiology/nuclear
medicine resident and the medical physics student.

MARK W. GROCH
Rush Presbyterian-St Lukes Medical Center

Chicago, illinois

PRINCIPLES OF RADIOPHARMACOLOGY.
H. Deckart, P. H. Cox. Kluwer Academic Boston Publishers
Group/Martinus NijhoffPublishers, 1988 262 pp, $67.00

â€œPrinciplesof Radiopharmacologyâ€•is a collection of in
vited review articlesbased on a series oflectures presented at
the Firstand Second TrainingCoursesin Radiopharmacyand
Radiopharmacology that were organized by both European
societies of nuclear medicine. Published in 1987, the preface
states â€œRecentdevelopments in radiopharmacy and radi
opharmacology have been very complex; they cannot be over
looked . . .â€œ;unfortunately,this text fails in almost all of its
chaptersto describeadequately and clearly the developments
and â€œprovideaccess to recent researchâ€•to the reader.

Thebookconsistsof22 chapterscoveringthe fundamentals
of radioactivity, isotope production, generators, technetium
and indium radiopharmaceuticals, protein labeling, stable iso
topes, radiopharmacy, and radiopharmacology. Only three of
the chapters (Chapter 8: â€œTechnetium-99mRadiopharmaceu
ticals: Their Chemical Potential and Limitations,â€•and Chap
ter 13: â€œPrinciples,Problems and Trend in Radiopharmacol
ogy,â€•both authored by Bernd Johannsen, and Chapter 16:
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â€œGOOdRadiopharmacy Practice,â€•byKnud Kristensen) are
particularlywell organizedand presented,and worth reading.
With the exception of these chapters,the educational level of
the book is poor with its material presented in an almost
outline form. Several chapters do not provide an adequate
nor accuratereviewof the intended topic.

The reader is warned in the preface that the â€œstyleof
presentation is not uniformâ€•with the hope that scientific
overlap between chapters and topics would be â€œstimulating
and thought-provoking.â€•Instead the format is distracting
e.g., no indentation of paragraphs, confusing tables and fig
ures, and awkward phrasing and sentence structure (perhaps
due to translation problems as English is not the native
language ofthe majority ofthe contributors).

Targeted for â€œspecialistsworking in nuclear medicine
centresâ€•,the book falls well short ofits intended goal. Knowl
edgeablescientists in the field would find the book inadequate
and uninformative while a novice to the area would find it
confusing.

ROBERT F. DANNALS
The Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions
Baltimore, Maryland

RADIOLOGIC-PAThOLOGIC CORRELATION OF
MUSCULOSKELETAL LESIONS
T. M. Hudson, Baltimore, Williams & Wilkins, 1987,
670pp, $134.50

This atlas and text admirablyachieves its stated purpose of
presenting the most current data on the application of radio
logic imaging modalities as a complement to clinical findings,
in the evaluation of benign and malignant musculoskeletal
lesions. Dr. Hudson is a very knowledgeable guide and his
book a valuable addition to the radiologic literature.

An overview chapter opens the volume and amply primes
the reader for the 35 chapters dedicated to the different types
oflesions. It provides instruction on the analysis of images in
this area, emphasizing architectural tissue characteristics and
the evaluation of soft tissuesproximal to the lesions.Lesion
matrices, borders, soft-tissue components, locations, and gen
cml signs ofaggressiveness are described radiologically in light
ofdiagnosis. The importance ofcinical features in diagnosis,
especially patient age, is stressed. With the attempt to coordi
nate the findings of the various modalities comes a caveat: to
avoid the interpretation of different studies by different oh
servers in isolation. A collaborative review, notably in the
adjunctive use ofthe modalities, is urged.

In the followingchapterson individualbenignand malig
nant lesions, there is particularemphasis on the strengthsand
weaknesses ofeach imaging procedure. In many ofthe tumors,
the discussion of the use of nuclear medicine and computed
tomography is limited, although probably adequate for most
readers. Any future edition would benefit from a greater use
of magnetic resonance imaging, in particularto elucidate, by
the proved pathology offered here, its accuracy and tissue
characterization properties. The greatest merit of the text is
the correlation of clinical, radiologic, and pathologic data.
Sufficient clinical information is provided for each tumor,

and the balance of the data allows understanding of the
individual tumors without undermining the cohesiveness of
the test.

The book is liberallyillustrated,by good-qualityradiologic
images seen in the majority of the photographs. The images
carry instructive legends, with the arrows and other markers
wellplacedto draw the reader's attention to salient features.
The number of pathologicslides could have been reduced;
despite the objective of radiologic-pathologic correlation.
Since the target audience will not require so many macro
scopic and microscopic images. Color would have made the
pathologic images more useful, by emphasizing the disease
characteristics.

Clearly organized and written with style, the book reads
well.The goodpaperand goodbindingenhancea qualitytext
that I enjoyed, and believe should be in all medical libraries.
Kudos should be given to Dr. Hudson for his command of
both the radiologicand pathologicfindingsin musculoskeletal
lesions, and his ability to assemble this material into tome
form. The book would prove helpful in the evaluation of
difficult musculoskeletal cases. It would benefit radiologists
not yet versed in the applicationsof the various diagnostic
studiesin the workup of musculoskeletaltumors, and would
assist clinicians in the selection of the appropriate imaging
modalities. Orthopedic surgeons in particular would find the
book of value. Medical students and the nonradiologic house
staff may benefit from this practical text, but many of the
lesions are uncommon or rare, and so would not be seen in
the routine practiceof medicine.
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Ben Taub General Hospital
Houston, Texas
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